Self organizing maps @OM) based on a regularly spaced array of nodes are well known. 
Introduction.
Self organizing maps were first introduced in 198 1 by Teuvo Kohonen and have since received considerable attention [5] and [6] . The self organizing map has the special property of creating a spatially organized internal representation of the features of the input training signals. Normally self organizing maps use a regular array of nodes fixed in space. The net described in this paper develops a structure using nodes which may be moved in space and with the added constraint of using as few nodes as possible. Unlike conventional self organizing maps it is not based on a regular array of nodes. It accepts n dimensional input data and maps it into three dimensional space. The net adds nodes as needed in order to represent the richness of information in the input data. The nodes are initially placed and subsequently moved in space to produce a relationship between the input information and the position of maximum response in the net. As nodes cease to be useful they are removed so that ideally a fully trained net only contains the nodes that best represent the examples in the training data set. The user specrfies the necessary difference between two input examples for them to require representation by two nodes rather than one, the desired information discrimination. , but the methods of controlling the addition and positioning of the new nodes and the movement of the net nodes are. The network described is a development of an earlier network described in [3]
As with any SOM the mapping process may help visualize the information content in the input data. It may also provide an advantageous consolidation and filtering of the source information so that the map position(s) of hgh response are a more useful input to later processing than the original raw data.
The basic training of the net.
The basic training cycle of the net is as follows. It is controlled by five learning coefficients, learn1 to leam5. An unknown example is presented to the net and every node calculates how closely thls corresponds to the reference exemplar that thls node has within it. The comparison treats the current input as a normalized n dimensional vector (where n is the number of input values that make up this example) and the exemplar stored in the node weights as a second normalized n dimensional vector, The output of the node is the cosine of the angle between these two vectors. The node with the largest response (closest to 1) is the winner.
A best estimate is made of the ideal position for the current input in three dimensional space and each node is moved so that its physical spacing from this position is, as far as possible, linearly related to the node's output. The winning node has its exemplar made more llke the current input. In addition to its position, stored exemplar and output, each node has two other properties, its activity and how long since it was last the winning node (its idletime). The winning node has its activity increased by the amount that its current output falls short of the perfect match output of one. Thus the activity of a winning, almost perfectly matchmg, node is increased less than a winning, but poorly matching, node. All other nodes. the losers, have their activities decreased equally so that the net change to the activity of the network is zero. The winner has its idletime set to zero: and all other nodes have their idletimes incremented.
Lfa node obtains an excessive amount of activity, it is assumed that this is because it is trying to represent too wide a range of input e,xamples. The node produces a carefully placed offspring to take over the representation of some of this range. Ea node's activity becomes too negative. or if it has not won for an inordinate amount of time, it is assumed that it is no longer performing a useful role and the node dies. Pairs of nodes that come physically close together, and also have very similar response, are combined together by a marriage operation. In time a stable three dmensional structure with a non uniform density of nodes evolves in response to the examples presented to the net.
Predicting the network sue.
An important parameter in the network evolution is a prediction of the network size necessary to represent the input data. This is one of the factors used in deciding whether a birth or death should occur. A suitable estimate is two times the average time since each node won. This prelction will be almost exact for a simple net with n nodes ideally representing n different and equi-represented input categories presented in order. The 'times since last won' will then be the set of numbers from 0 to n-1. For a partially developed network, in wluch a fraction of nodes are the only active (winning) nodes and the rest are passengers, the prediction will be much higher. A fully developed net whose input categories are not equi-represented or are not presented in order will produce a somewhat inflated prediction. The prediction need not be exact for stability to be achieved.
4.
Estimating the ideal position of the current n dimensional input in the three dimensional net.
The ideal position of the current n dimensional input in the three dimensional net is calculated using the positions and responses of the f o d best responding nodes.
Step 1 win1
Finding the best estimate of the position of the n dimensional input in three dimensional space-
The mapping assumes that the responses of these nodes to the current input should have a linear relation to the &stance between the positions of this input and the four nodes in the three dimensional map. The process of finding the ideal position of the current input is illustrated above. Let the ideal distance from the winning node (win 1) be D 1, the ideal &stance from the second node (wid) be D2 and so on. In step 1 the ideal distance from w n l is used to define a sphere. The position sought must lie somewhere on this surface.
Step 2 shows the circle of points that are also the correct distance from the second node. Next two points on this circle are identified that most closely meet the ideal distance to win3. Finally the point whose distance from win4 is closest to D4 is selected. The point chosen will be at exactly the correct distance relative to the winner, whose output is presumably the most meaningful, but only the best approximation to the second, third and fourth placed nodes in turn -whose outputs are probably in descendmg order of meaning.
Births and deaths and marriages.
Triggering a birth, when a node produces a new node, and a death, when a node ceases to exist, is achieved by comparing the activity of the node in question with a pair of thresholds. Setting these thresholds is complicated by the fact that a winning node receives all the reward, no matter what size the net. Losing nodes share the penalty between them and the amount any part~cular node is penalized depends on the size of the net.
A birth occurs if the activity of the winning node exceeds a value which depends on how the current net size relates to the latest estimate of target size (lf the net is thought to be currently too small, the birth point is reduced, if thought to be too large the birth point is increased ) and the output of the current winner (the better the fit between the current input and the winner, the less desirable a birth based on this input is likely to be). The birth threshold current-size farget-size in full is learn2 +
The new node is placed at the point as calculated as the ideal position of the current n dimension input in three dimensional space. Its weights are set to the input and the new node and the winner share the winner's activity equally. The 'time since last used' for both the new node and the winner are set to zero.
A death occurs if any node's activity drops below learn2 / current-size or if it has not been used (won) for learn3 *net-target-size . The negative activity of the dymg node is shared equally among the rest of the net.
If two nodes are physically within learn4 times the network size factor of each other (the capture distance), and their outputs are within Iearn4, the nodes are combined (married) together. The weights and positions are averaged and the activities summed. The combined node 'time since last used' is set to the lower of the constituent nodes time since last used. Learn4 is the parameter that specifies how similar two inputs should be to be considered examples of the same class and thus controls the information resolution of the net. The constraint on the similarity of output of the two nodes is needed so that one node can pass through the position of another dissimilar node on the way to a final position without the nodes being married.
Moving nodes.
After an input has been presented to the net, the distance between each node in the network and the ideal input position is compared with the actual distance. Each node is moved so that the error between the actual distance and the desired distance is reduced by a factor, learn I , The movement takes place along the line joining the node and the ideal input position. After this step the nodes in the network are in positions that are more compatible with their relative outputs to the latest input.
Updating the winner.
Unless a birth just took place, the winning node is made more like the input by combining the n weights of the node with the n actual input values. Each weight is updated accordng to the following formula.
K.,,,, = In, * learn1 + wold,
This permits the winning node to build its exemplar to adequately represent the range of inputs it represents.
Modification of the learning rates with time.
The initial values for the learning rates are larger than their final values. At the end of the nth pass the learning rates 1 to 4 are adjusted by the formula: /eardpakI = learflmln +( learfip% -l e a r f i , ) * leard so that the limiting value is l e a r d , , n . In this way the network is encouraged to initially make a course separation of the data, progressively refining this with each succeeding pass.
# categories found ## original categories.
# composite categories.
Results and discussion.
Results from testing the network with sets of m c i a l data are presented below. Each data set was derived from 25 vectors (the raw or classification defining vectors), each consisting of 16 random numbers. A full data set of 500 examples consisted of 20 vectors derived from each of the 25 defining vectors by the addition of random noise. The defining vectors were never shown to the network. Noise levels of from 10 to 250 percent were used to produce the results presented here.
Typically until the noise component reaches about 150% of the raw vector values, the network correctly identifies each of the categories and derives an exemplar very similar to the classification defining vector. Each the 20 noisy vectors in each classification is associated with the same derived exemplar. The time taken to produce a stable net increase With the noise content, from less than 2 passes through the data set for 10% noise to 4 passes for 150% noise. As the noise level is increased further, isolated examples are miss classified and new spurious categories are identified. Eventually by about 250% noise the network finds some 35 categories.
Variation in the marriage capture distance, leaml, also aEects the number of classes identitled. Increasing the capture distance results in hybrid categories being developed, as might be expected, with close natural classes being combined. This is shown below. The test data (up to 150% noise) was also able to be identified by a 6 by 6 by 6 (or larger) conventional self organizing map using interpolation between the processing elements to find the point of maximum response to an input. However this took almost an order of magnitude more passes through the data than the net described in this paper and eventually only used approximately one quarter of the nodes. For more complex data sets that required a larger conventional net to solve, this utilization factor can be expected to diminish further.
